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					Bourgogne Week is a unique occasion to taste the latest vintage available on the market and meet the importers, distributors from the local markets, as well as producers and négociants.

For the fourth year, Bourgogne Week will also take place in Hong-Kong from 24th February to 1st March 2020 as well as in Tokyo, Japan in July 2020. The Bourgogne Wine Board (BIVB) has developed this online guide for wine writers, importers and wine buyers to help them to attend most of the multiple Bourgogne tastings and events that are happening in early 2020.



				
					Contact
	
				Bourgogne Wine Board
			




				
					
				

					Hong Kong Bourgogne Week, The perfect moment to discover Bourgogne wines...

						
					


	        		Read more
	        	




				
					Programme




				
					Wine tasting events 
Food and wine pairing events
Masterclasses 
Online wine events




				
					One Day for Bourgogne Wines
Chablis White Party
Other events 
Contact for more information




				
					About Bourgogne Week




				
					


The perfect moment to discover Bourgogne wines ...


Use the online tasting diary to find out where and when the Bourgogne tastings are happening. A lot of other useful pieces of information are available: the Bourgogne producers who will feature and the closest metro/bus stations to get to each tasting.



FIND OUT MORE




				
					Pass the message on with #BourgogneWeek


Follow #BourgogneWeek on the social media and make a contribution to the prestige of Bourgogne wines on the Hk market.







				
					


Unveil hidden gems with #BourgogneHuntHK


Throughout this unique week, follow Bourgogne wines' track with #BourgogneHuntHk and discover hidden gems on the social network. 




				
					Discover Bourgogne wines' hidden gems




				
					


The Régionale appellations with a geographical denomination


A true gateway to the notion of terroir in Bourgogne, these appellations, with their attractive quality-price ratio and enjoyability, allow lovers of Bourgogne or those who wish to discover it to go on a treasure hunt during Bourgogne Week



FIND OUT MORE




				
					Bourgogne 2018: An ideal vintage


Everything went smoothly in 2018. The general opinion is that 2018 was a rare phenomenon, one that a winegrower is only likely to see once or twice in his life! The Bourgogne Week will be the opportunity to taste this vintage! 



FIND OUT MORE 







				
					Immerse yourself into the world of Chablis wines




				
					One varietal, one terroir, men and women, a great Bourgogne wine with inimitable character. Discover the wines of Chablis, Click HERE
A quality vintage which blew hot and cold, find out more about Chablis wines’ vintage 2019, Click HERE
Discover more financial information about Chablis wines in Hong Kong, Click HERE
Click HERE to watch the Chablis vineyard seen from the sky
Click HERE to follow an Australian masterchef on her journey to the heart of Chablis wine 
 


				
					To download
	
				More information about 2018 Vintage
			




				
					Bourgogne VS. Burgundy "What's in a name?" Shakespeare, Romeo & Juliet
To re-affirm its identity as one of the most iconic vineyard' of France, the region and its producers are reverting back to the original French iteration of its name - Bourgogne. 
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Alcohol abuse endangers your health, drink only in moderation















